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Among several techniques considered for surgical and endoscopic imaging,

novel optical methods are evolving as a promising approach for interven-

tional guidance. Pilot clinical applications of fluorescence molecular imag-

ing have demonstrated the benefits of using targeted fluorescent agents in

cancer surgery. This premise can be extended broadly to interventional

guidance through an increasing number of targeted agents and detection

techniques. Beyond epi-illumination fluorescence imaging, optoacoustic

(photoacoustic) methods are emerging to offer high-resolution cross-

sectional optical imaging through several millimeters to centimeters of

depth. We present an overview of key recent developments in optical in-

terventional imaging and outline the potential for a paradigm shift in sur-

gical and endoscopic visualization.
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Many imaging methods have been clinically introduced over the
past 40 y, including CT, MR imaging, ultrasound, SPECT, and
PET. Despite the wide contribution of these methods to whole-body
imaging, their translation to surgical or endoscopic guidance remains
challenging (1) because of their cost, size, use of ionizing radiation,
or the need to enclose the patient to provide a tomographic image
(2,3). Correspondingly, portable ultrasound endoscopic imaging (4)
and intraoperative sentinel-node detection with g-ray imaging have
been explored (5).

Despite progress in medical imaging technology, clinical decision
making in surgery and endoscopy still relies largely on the visual
inspection or palpation of tissues. However, the human eye is not
a particularly potent detector. It cannot visualize under the tissue
surface, and its sensitivity is limited by the color contrast between
healthy tissue and disease. These deficiencies of human vision limit
the delineation of tumor margins during surgery or lead to high miss
rates during white-light endoscopy, possibly compromising patient
prognosis and efficient treatment (6,7).

We briefly present here optical and optoacoustic methods emerging
as alternatives to human vision for interventional imaging. Focus
is given to technologies that we believe can potentially soon affect
clinical outcomes, and key shortcomings that require attention are
outlined.

IMAGING INTRINSIC CONTRAST

Optical contrast in tissues has diverse origins. Typically, it arises
from spatial variations of tissue constituents and tissue morphology,
such as spatial changes in cellular density, the index of refraction,
the biochemical composition of various tissues or vascularization,
blood concentration, and oxygenation state (8). Humans can perceive
this contrast only as superficial color differences and the corresponding
patterns generated by color contrast. Accordingly, different optical
imaging methods have been under consideration to better use optical
contrast mechanisms and improve disease identification.

Narrow-band imaging, for example, operates on illuminating tissue
in the blue (415 nm) and green (540 nm) spectrum of light and
obtains difference images that highlight subsurface blood vessels (9).
The principle of operation relies on the higher penetration of light in
tissue at 540 nm, which makes deeper mucosal and submucosal ves-
sels visible, whereas capillaries in the superficial mucosal are em-
phasized by the 415-nm light (9). However, lack of significant clinical
gains has restricted the disseminated use of this technique.

Intrinsic fluorescence (autofluorescence) differences between normal,
dysplastic, and malignant tissues have also been considered for ma-
lignancy detection (10). Changes in autofluorescence typically arise
because of changes in naturally occurring fluorochromes in tissues,
such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase. Re-
gardless, autofluorescence imaging has not yet shown a compelling
performance in clinical detection and is not widely used in surgical
or endoscopic detection, although it might become a valuable tool as
part of a multimodal imaging scheme (10).

Cross-sectional optical imaging methods have also been con-
sidered for intraoperative guidance. Optical coherence tomography
(11) yields cross-sectional tissue images based on light-scattering
variations in different tissue elements at high resolution (,10 mm)
through 1–2 mm of depth. Endoscopic microscopy has also been
achieved using flexible, fiber-bundle–based confocal endoscopes
(12). However, the small field of view achieved by optical coherence
tomography or confocal imaging currently keeps these methods ex-
perimental rather than mainstream clinical tools.

FROM NUCLEAR TO FLUORESCENT AGENTS

To improve on the limitations of intrinsic contrast, optical
methods have used extrinsically administered agents, in particular for
surgical applications, as recently reviewed (13). Organic fluorescent
dyes such as fluorescein and its derivatives or indocyanine green
have been extensively used for human studies. Fluorescent dyes
can reveal vascularization and physiologic parameters such as per-
fusion or vascular leakage or can track lymphatics at depths of up to
2–3 cm, presenting an alternative to nuclear imaging methods. For
this reason, several surgical procedures have considered the use of
fluorescence guidance, such as to gain tissue characterization con-
trast in hepatobiliary and pancreatic surgery (14) and to detect lymph
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nodes (15,16). However, fluorescent dyes have not been shown ideal for
cancer detection, mostly because of a lack of specificity.

Surgical and endoscopic optical imaging can significantly benefit
from experiences available to nuclear imaging approaches. Many
fluorescent agents with specificity to cancer hallmarks have been
developed (17,18). These agents can reveal anatomic, biochemical,
physiologic, and molecular features of disease; however, there is no
clinical experience with virtually any of these agents. Similarly to
nuclear imaging agents, the application of fluorescent agents to in vivo
imaging requires careful tuning of the agent properties and probe
targeting, activation, pharmacokinetics, and photophysics (19). From
experiences gained from navigating the nuclear imaging regulatory
process to lessons learned with tissue targets and the clinical perfor-
mance of PET or SPECT probes, there is significant information
available that can accelerate the clinical propagation of fluorescence
molecular imaging (FMI).

BENEFITS AND PITFALLS OF FLUORESCENCE IMAGING

FMI, that is, imaging of fluorescent agents targeting specific
tissue biomarkers, is an emerging modality with significant promise
for enhancing endoscopic and surgical vision. Similarly to autofluo-
rescence imaging or narrow-band imaging, FMI offers a large field
of view that matches the surgeon’s or endoscopist’s view. Therefore, it is
ideally suited for seamless integration with the current clinical standard
while solving 3 of its paramount limitations. First, fluorescence imaging
enables subsurface visualization. Fluorescence recorded from tissues
always originates within tissue. By using agents in the near-infrared
range, events at multiple millimeters of depth can be visualized—
a marked change over human vision or white light endoscopy. Second,
selection of agents with good clearance characteristics can enhance
the contrast and, consequently, the detection sensitivity over intrinsic
contrast imaging methods. Third, the use of “engineered contrast”
afforded by targeted agents can offer specificity superior to that of
imaging intrinsic contrast, such as the nonspecific tissue discolorations
typically guiding today’s surgical and endoscopic vision. Moreover,
a foreseen synergy could combine nuclear imaging for intraoperative
navigation and fluorescence imaging for local high-resolution in-
spection for margins and locoregional microfoci of disease.

However, FMI still attains 2 important limitations. First, most of
today’s cameras used for detection of fluorescence operate in simple
photographic or video mode and do not accurately report on the true
emission intensity and the underlying agent concentration. This is
because the signals captured are the coupled effect of fluorescence

emission intensity modulated (attenuated) by the tissue optical prop-
erties and the depth of the recorded activity, as showcased in Figure 1
(20). In contrast to high-energy photons that attain low sensitivity to
tissue properties, visible or near-infrared photons are strongly scat-
tered and absorbed by tissues. These effects reduce the image resolu-
tion of conventional epi-illumination fluorescence imaging (photography)
and lead to nonquantitative and possibly inaccurate measurements
that may yield false-positives and false-negatives (20). Emerging
solutions for this challenge include the development of multispectral
approaches that can correct for the effect of optical properties and
reduce the artifacts seen on conventional epi-illumination fluores-
cence approaches (20).

A second limitation of FMI regards its 2-dimensional, surface-
weighted operation. Even if fluorescence signals can be collected
from depths of at least a few millimeters, only 2-dimensional images
can be formed, whereby deeper signals are more attenuated and appear
mixed with more superficial signals. To address these limitations, a novel
modality is rapidly emerging, termed multispectral optoacoustic
tomography (21), which is discussed in a later section.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF TARGETED AGENTS

Despite the challenges of the clinical translation of optical agents,
the first human use of tumor-specific fluorescent agents for surgical
visualization of ovarian cancer patients has been demonstrated (22).
The clinical study used a real-time multispectral imaging system, ap-
proved for clinical use by the technical department of the University
Medical Center Groningen. Folate conjugated to fluorescein isothio-
cyanate was intravenously administrated to ovarian cancer patients
undergoing surgery for targeting the folate receptor-a. Figure 2A dem-
onstrates results from this study. Only a fraction of malignant lesions is
visible on the color image. Conversely, fluorescent contrast, seen as
pseudogreen color superimposed on the color image, detected up to
5-fold more lesions than did the surgeon’s visual inspection (22).

Several other studies have confirmed FMI as a potent approach for
interventional procedures. Bird-Lieberman et al. (23) investigated wheat
germ agglutinin labeled with Alexa Fluor 680 (Invitrogen) as a candi-
date lectin to target cell-surface glycans altered in the progression of
Barrett esophagus. The study imaged esophageal surgical specimens
topically sprayed with the fluorescent lectin and demonstrated signif-
icant enhancement for the detection of dysplasia in Barrett esophagus,
as shown in representative images in Figure 2B. The lectins used in
this study are part of a regular diet and, depending on the particular
type and concentration, are expected to have low toxicity.

FIGURE 1. Effects of optical properties on fluorescence imaging demonstrated postmortem on surgically exposed mouse abdominal area. (A)
Color fluorescence image showing lumbar lymph nodes (thin arrows) around inferior vena cava (thick arrow). Both lymph nodes were injected with
identical mix of Indian ink and near-infrared fluorescent dye. (B) Conventional fluorescence image showing low signal intensity from lymph nodes,
compared with bright background signals due to diffusion of fluorescence. (C) Fluorescence image corrected for optical properties showing
markedly improved fluorescence quantification, correctly resolving underlying fluorescent activity in nodes. (Reprinted with permission from (20).)
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Topical spraying of fluorescent agents was alternatively consid-
ered by Urano et al. (24), who reported the use of a rapidly activatable
fluorescent probe that is quickly cleaved by glutamyltranspeptidase-
specific sequence, a cell-surface enzyme of glutathione metabolism
that is highly expressed in various types of human cancer (24). The
study demonstrated imaging of human peritoneal ovarian cancer in
animal models, suggesting that the use of probes offering rapid acti-
vation of fluorescence can result in increased tumor-to-background
ratios. Activatable probes may avoid the need for probe clearance,
such as via tissue washing, which may be required when conventional

fluorescent probes are topically applied, making the entire sprayed area
fluorescent.

Topical application of fluorescent agents is considered an approach
to reduce translational risk for new agents over the systemic
administration of fluorescent agents. Conversely, systemic admin-
istration may offer better lesion targeting within the entire field of
view, avoiding spraying inhomogeneity and better accessing more
deeply seated lesions. Strategies to reduce the translational risk of
systemically administered agents include the use of sensitive detectors
to enable operation under microdosing and possibly the use of active

FIGURE 2. Representative images from van
Dam et al. (22) (A) and Bird-Lieberman et al.
(23) (B) that showcase enhanced cancer visu-
alization in surgery and endoscopy through FMI.
(A) From left to right: color and fluorescence
imaging system placed above ovarian cancer
patient prepared for surgery, color image
acquired under white-light illumination, and
color image with superimposed fluorescence
(green). (B) From left to right: white-light image,
fluorescence image before topical administra-
tion of fluorescent lectins, and fluorescence
image after topical administration of fluorescent
lectins, taken ex vivo with endoscope over seg-
ment of excised esophagus.

FIGURE 3. Optoacoustic vs. fluorescence im-
aging performed in vivo. (A) Photograph of
mouse carrying subcutaneous tumor. (B)
Cross-sectional multispectral optoacoustic
tomography image along dotted line on A.
Gray-scale contrast shows high-resolution
optical image at 750 nm through mouse
abdomen. Superimposed in green pseudocolor
is distribution of fluorescent dye indocyanine
green through tumor and mouse abdomen. (C)
Conventional epi-illumination fluorescence image
shows typical performance of this type of
imaging. (Adapted from (22).)
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molecules with clinical experience, that is, drugs or nuclear imaging
agents (17).

A notable optical imaging alternative with immediate clinical
potential is Cerenkov luminescence imaging, CLI (25), which detects
the Cerenkov emission of nuclear imaging tracers. Cerenkov radiation is
the emission of a characteristic blue light that occurs when moving
charged particles pass through a dielectric medium at speeds greater than
the speed of light in that medium (25). Its use can enable optical imaging
of clinically available nuclear imaging agents during surgery or endos-
copy, a feature currently being evaluated in a clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.
gov number, NCT01664936). Nevertheless, the low light intensity of the
Cerenkov signal, combined with the short-lived radiotracers and the use
of ionizing radiation, may limit routine clinical use.

These studies are far from an exhaustive list of the breadth of optical
molecular imaging and are given as illustrations of recent progress
toward clinical translation. Recent reviews give a more extended
synopsis of preclinical studies using targeted optical contrast agents for
cancer diagnostics (18).

OPTOACOUSTIC IMAGING

A powerful alternative emerging to address the FMI operational
limitations is optoacoustic (photoacoustic) imaging, which allows
cross-sectional optical imaging of tissues at resolutions ranging from
a few tens to a few hundreds of microns (21). Optoacoustic imaging
irradiates tissue with light of transient intensity (e.g., nanosecond photon
pulses) and detects the ultrasonic waves generated within tissues in
response to the absorption of the transient light energy and the
corresponding minute temperature increase generated. When imple-
mented as multispectral optoacoustic tomography, the technique sequen-
tially illuminates tissue at multiple wavelengths and tomographically
images intrinsic contrast (oxy- or deoxyhemoglobin, blood vessels)
and exogenous photo-absorbing agents including fluorochromes and
nanoparticles based on their distinct spectral signatures (21). Therefore,
it offers a larger field of view, a higher penetration depth, and a wider
ability to image intrinsic contrast and exogenous agents than does optical
coherence tomography or confocal microscopy. Although the fluoro-
chrome detection sensitivity of multispectral optoacoustic tomography
is currently lower than that of FMI in detecting superficial fluorescence,
the clinical application of optoacoustic imaging is expected to grow over
the next few years to enable high-resolution cross-sectional imaging
at depths ranging up to a few centimeters, as shown in Figure 3 (21).

CONCLUSION

For many years, FMI has been heralded as a potent tool for improving
the endoscopic identification of cancer, reducing the number of
incomplete surgeries by more sensitive identification of tumor margins,
and enabling inspection of locoregional or lymph node metastasis.
Recently, pilot clinical translation has confirmed the potential of FMI
to enhance visual inspection, and advanced multispectral fluorescence
and optoacoustic techniques are emerging for real-time guidance of
interventional procedures. Similar to nuclear imaging, successful FMI
translation would depend on the identification of potent biomarkers
and targeting agents addressing unmet clinical needs, especially since
promising results in animal studies do not necessarily imply clinical
success. Challenges associated with regulatory processes in the clinical
translation are also present, and FMI should follow the example of
nuclear imaging and benefit from experiences built within.
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